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Be the Father - and the Man - You Know You Can Be   Fathers today are more involved than ever.

Changing diapers, playing ball, helping with homework and with the crises and joys of childhood,

adolescence and beyond. And the time we spend nurturing our children has a tremendous influence

on their lives. Children with active fathers are happier, get better grades, and make better choices.  

But as protectors and providers, we fathers pay a price: feelings of stress, overwhelm and

disconnection from our kids and families. How can we juggle fatherhood with the competing

demands of modern life and still create a lasting legacy in the world?   Create Influence, Intimacy

and Impact   Fatherhood Is Leadership gives you specific strategies to:  â€¢ Become an engaged

and connected father â€¢ Achieve work-life integration and career success â€¢ Identify and prioritize

what matters most  â€¢ Step into true leadership at home and in life  The Fatherhood Is Leadership

movement is about shifting to a conscious, heart-centered, service-oriented, ownership mindset.

Use this practical playbook to transform your life from the inside out. Discover for yourself that

fatherhood is leadership, and create a life greater than youâ€™ve ever imagined.
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Devon Bandison has scored big with this entertaining and inspiring book that every leader and

every father will want to read right away! Steve Chandler, author of Crazy Good: A Book of

CHOICESFatherhood Is Leadership is a great parenting resource written by my friend, Devon

Bandison. Devon's the real deal. He's been there and done that. Let him guide you through the

process of creating the dynamic you desire with your children, whilst at the same time giving you a



swift kick up the ass. He'll remind you that you are the greatest role model for your children, that you

are just what they need. Lead not just by showing up in the lives of your children but by showing up

in the world as well. Buy it now. Invest in yourself and your children. You won't regret it! Stella Reid,

author and star of the television show Nanny 911     --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

Devon Bandison is one of the worldâ€™s most sought-after success coaches. He works with

Fortune 100 Companies, professional athletes and teams, CEOs, salespeople, small business

owners, top business and life coaches and everyday fathers, among others. He is an international

and TEDx speaker whose work has appeared in publications including The Wall Street Journal,

Huffington Post, Inc. Magazine, and Success Magazine.

"The percentage of children living with only their father increased from 1 to 4 percent" - US Census

Nov. 2016This is an exciting time to read this book. After all, when we consider the stats around

family dynamics this is the time for fathers to take heed and lead. This book is an amazing read. As

a mother with two boys, I can apply all that Devon shares in his book with them and in my life. It's

inspiring, practical and relatable. Devon shares his life lessons and how you can apply those

teachings in your life to impact your family and organization.I am excited that this book is being

released now to impact The lives of men and families it touches. This is the time to take time to live

and lead an extraordinary life!!!!

If you desire to be a better father, leader and even a better friend and man, this book is for you. In

this book, Devon shares so much of his experience and what he has learned throughout his journey

as a social worker, father and leader in his family and community. He also gives concrete advice

and exercises that you can do to reflect on your own experience and where you can improve as a

father and leader. Most importantly, this is not some book written by a guru who pretends to have all

the answers. Devon is incredibly humble, admits his mistakes and tells you what we can all learn

from them. This book reinforces what I have learned recently, which is that leadership does not

mean having all the answers and being perfect, leadership means knowing when to be honest,

vulnerable and ask for help. Men who can do that, will build closer relationships and more trust with

their children, friends and everyone around them. Devon sets a great example with the stories in

this book and I greatly admire him for all of it and am glad we shared this book and his lessons with

all of us.If you are a father who is open to reflecting on your own mistakes and mindset and who

wants to improve to become the best father and leader you can possibly be, then I highly



recommend you check out this book.Andy StorchHusband, Father, BusinessmanHost of The

Entrepreneur Hot Seat podcast

I'm not a father and this was a powerful read. The pages flew by. Devon has a way of normalizing

and coaching through stories that are incredibly approachable. One part memoir, one part

handbook, two parts authentic power. I can guarantee reading this with an open mind will leave you

with the foundation necessary to take ownership of your situation and bring a better version of your

self to the table immediately.

Seriously amazing read. Real talk from a real man. This book is perfect for a mom trying to figure

out her son. Also a great gift for Dad. I found it really useful to gain self awareness and to really let

go of life's stressors and to enjoy life and your children.

Just when you thought you knew it all, you get smacked in the face by Devon Bandison's book,

Fatherhood is Leadership. As a father, speaker, trainer of athletes, and fellow author, time is

extremely limited. Devon has a unique way of cross referencing the skills needed for Fatherhood

and Leadership. He explains brilliantly how Fatherhood and Leadership are one and the same while

allowing you to implement his strategies in a time efficient manner. I will most definitely use these

strategies in my life and recommend all the fathers out there to do the same. Results not Excuses.

Devon shows us all how to get RESULTS!

Devon Bandison masterfully weaves powerful trials, lessons, and gifts from his own journey as a

father and leader with practical and immediately applicable exercises to help you become a truly

present and connected parent. More than that though, he shares the essence of what real

leadership looks like  both in the lives of your children and in your everyday life. You now

hold in your hands everything you need to be the man you know you are capable of being.

I often meet dads that feel hopeless and helpless as they face challenges both at work, and at

home. Devon Bandison's underlying theme throughout Fatherhood is Leadership is that overcoming

each of these challenges starts and ends with ourselves. Bandison uses his own life story to share

the tools that he has developed in himself to become the man and father he envisioned. His life

experiences and proactive approach will benefit dads of all stripes.



I just ordered Devon Bandison new book Fatherhood is Leadership. I can't wait to receive it

because it is coming from an extraordinary leader and coach. I had the pleasure to meet Devon

when he came to my school and spoke to my students for my event. When he spoke there was not

a sound in the room as the elementary children were so engaged in his story and what he had to

say. The children came away learning so much from Devon and he was an outstanding speaker

that brought a winning story to the NYC Montessori Charter School. He has an amazing message

and I am sure his book will be amazing and will help a lot of fathers and coaches because he

speaks from the heart. I truly recommend this book to everyone
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